
CHAPTER e2

Computers

“Try to learn something about everything and everything about something.”

—Thomas Henry Huxley

When I entered the world of audio and recording in the 1960s, a studio owner had to

know how to align tape recorders and swap circuit boards, if not repair them directly.

My, how things have changed! Today, instead of aligning tape heads and repairing

electronics, you have to know how to optimize your computer to handle as many tracks

and plug-ins as possible, back up hard drives to protect your operating system and data

files, and install drivers for a new sound card. Many musicians and studios also have their

own websites, separate from social networking sites, which require yet another set of skills

to maintain. Indeed, an audio expert today must also be a computer expert. I’ll use

Windows for the following explanations and examples, because that’s what I’m most

familiar with, but the concepts apply equally to Mac and Linux computers.

For most of us today, audio maintenance includes knowing how to properly set up and

organize a personal computer. I’ve owned computers since the Apple ][, and I’ve used

every version of DOS and Windows since then. My audio computer runs all day long,

yet it never crashes or misbehaves. And that’s not because I’m lucky. Further, I also use

my audio computer for other tasks like emailing, creating websites, image scanning and

graphics design, finances, and computer programming, with no problems. Contrary to

popular opinion, there’s no inherent reason why a computer that records audio cannot be

used for other things, too. The key is being organized: Install only programs you really

need, defragment your hard drives, disable unneeded background tasks, and back up

faithfully in case of disaster. By being organized and keeping your system clean, your

computer will run better, and you’ll be able to work faster, smarter, and more safely.

Divide and Conquer

One of the most important ways to keep your computer organized is to divide today’s

extremely large hard drives into separate, smaller partitions. Even entry-level computers

come with hard drives that would have seemed impossibly large just a few years ago. But

storing all of your files on one huge drive is like tossing all your personal correspondence

and tax records for the past 20 years into one enormous shoebox. As each year passes,
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it becomes more difficult to find anything. I can’t tell you how many times I’ve heard,

“Help! I downloaded a file yesterday, but now I can’t find it.” Figure e2.1 shows an old

hard drive I took apart just for fun.

A disk drive is much like an office filing cabinet. For example, a four-drawer filing cabinet is

equivalent to a drive with four partitions, or virtual drives. The cabinet is divided rather than

one enormous drawer, which would be clumsy and difficult to manage. Inside each drawer is

a series of hanging folders, which are the same as the folders in a hard drive’s root directory.

And within each hanging folder are manila folders that contain both loose papers as well as

other manila folders, equivalent to disk files and folders, respectively. Besides dividing hard

drives into partitions, it’s equally important to organize your folders and files in a logical

manner. The “partitions_folders” video shows how I partitioned and organized the hard drives

on my previous computer that I replaced while working on this book.

Besides helping to organize your data into logical groups, partitioning a drive has many

other benefits. Perhaps most important, it’s a lot easier to back up your operating system

and programs separately from data files. When everything is on one drive, it’s difficult to

know which files have changed since the last time you backed up. There are thousands of

operating system (OS) files stored in various places on a system drive, and their names are

not obvious. Further, if an errant program installation or driver update damages Windows

such that it won’t even start, you’ll be hard-pressed to recover your backup files at all

unless you have an original installation DVD to first restore the OS. But most important,

if you restore an entire drive from a previous backup, your audio files and other data will

be lost in the process because older files will overwrite the newer current versions.

Figure e2.1: This 500 MB SCSI hard drive has five platters, and it cost a fortune when new.
Now it’s just a really cool paperweight. Photo by Jay Munro.
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The solution is to divide your hard drives based on the types of files each partition will

store. Storing files in separate partitions also reduces file fragmentation. As files are saved,

deleted, and resaved, they become split up into many small pieces in various places around

the drive. When you play those files later, the drive works harder as it navigates to different

areas of the drive’s magnetic platters to gather up all the pieces. With computers used for

audio and video projects, drive fragmentation limits the number of tracks you can record

and play at once. Even with modern fast computers, if a drive is badly fragmented, you

might not be able to record even one or two tracks without dropouts.

Most computers include defragmenting software that consolidates all of the files into

contiguous sectors on the disk. Dividing a hard drive lets you defragment partitions

independently and only those that actually need it. For example, my SoundFont instrument

sample files rarely change, so they don’t become fragmented. But if they were on the same

partition as my audio project files, it would take much longer to defragment the partition

because many gigabytes of SoundFont files would be shuffled around in the process,

adding hours to the process. By keeping files that don’t change separate from files that

change often, defragmenting is more efficient. Several small partitions can be

defragmented much more quickly than one large partition, even when the total amount of

disk space is the same.

Current versions of Mac OS include partitioning software, but the partitioning tools in

Windows 7 are too limited to be useful. So for Windows computers, you’ll do better using

EASEUS Partition Master, a freeware program shown in Figure e2.2. This screen shows

both physical hard drives in my computer, including all of the partitions on Disk 1. Disk 2

has a single partition I use to back up files from the first drive. I also have four large

external USB drives for additional backup, but they weren’t connected when I made this

figure. The various operations are invoked from the menu choices at the left of the screen.

I’ll also mention Partition Magic, another excellent program. It’s not free, but it’s

affordable, and it has even more features than Partition Master.

As you can see, a 108 GB Drive C: partition holds only Windows and programs.

Another 40 GB D: partition holds what I call “small data”—word processor files, my

income and expenses database, client web pages and graphics, family photos, and so forth.

The 100 GB E: partition holds all of my current audio projects and final mixes, and the

large 1 TB F: partition is for video projects. Another 30 GB G: partition holds what I call

“static data”—drivers and programs I’ve downloaded, SoundFont instrument sample sets,

and other files that rarely change. The 10 GB H: partition holds temporary files I create

or download, then delete, as well as temporary Internet files saved by my web browsers,

and temporary storage for programs like Sound Forge and WinZip that save, then delete

large files while they work. I also made an I: partition in the older FAT32 format

needed for a DOS program that I wrote years ago to process my website log files.
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It’s not necessary to divide a hard drive into this many partitions, though you should at

least create a data partition that’s separate from the OS and your programs. It’s also a good

idea to make the partitions much larger than the amount of data you intend to store in them,

because defragmenting goes faster when there’s plenty of free space on the drive.

I generally partition the main drive when a computer is first purchased, before installing

any programs. Otherwise, once you’ve divided a single large drive into smaller partitions,

you’ll move data files that had been on Drive C: to other partitions. For Windows

computers, most of these files are in subfolders under My Documents. Fortunately, most

programs let you specify other locations, which you’ll need when you set up folders in a

separate data partition. It’s also useful to move your temporary Internet files from C:

to another partition, because they, too, become quickly fragmented. There’s no need to

actually move these files. Just change their location in your web browser’s settings, and

then after restarting your computer, you can delete any abandoned files left on the C: drive.

Do the same for your email program to keep its files on a data drive that’s backed up often.

Again, the whole point of moving data files off the OS drive is to let you back up the OS

and software programs separately from your data. This way you can easily back up your

data daily, which goes quickly because you copy only what’s new or changed. The OS

partition changes only when you install or remove programs, or change system settings,

Figure e2.2: Partition Master lets you easily divide a large hard drive into smaller partitions.
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so you can back that up only occasionally by making an image backup of the partition to a

separate internal or external hard drive. Without all of your large audio and video files and

temporary Internet files, an image backup also goes quickly and takes up much less space.

Back Up Your Data

There’s a saying in the computer industry that data do not truly exist unless they reside in

three places. The next time you’re about to power down your computer, ask yourself,

“If I turn on my computer tomorrow and the hard drive is dead, what will I do?” If backing

up seems like a nuisance, then devise a strategy that makes it easy so you’ll do it. I use an

excellent program called SyncBack, shown in Figure e2.3, but there are others ranging from

freeware to inexpensive.

As you can see, I created several different backup profiles for each group of data. This

lets me alternate backing up to multiple drives. Imagine you’re in some program—an

audio editor, word processor, or any program that uses files—and you save the file.

But unknown to you, a software or hardware glitch caused the file to be corrupted. If you

back up that corrupted file, it overwrites your only good backup copy, leaving you with

two corrupted files. Admittedly such file corruption is rare, but it happens. It’s happened

to me a few times, and it will probably happen to you eventually, too. The solution is to

reload the file after saving to verify it’s good before overwriting your only backup. I did

that constantly while writing this book. If I opened an earlier chapter to add or clarify

something, I’d save and then reopen it again right away to verify it was okay. Most

programs have a “recently used” file list, so it takes only a few seconds to reopen a file

to verify its integrity.

Figure e2.3: SyncBack lets you easily copy all of your data to one or more backup drives.
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It’s also a good idea to alternate backups to separate drives. One day you back up to

Drive 1, the next day to Drive 2, and then back to Drive 1 the third day. I rotate between

five backup drives—a second drive inside my computer, a network server in my basement,

a 16 GB thumb drive, and two external USB drives I turn on only when needed. I also have

two more external drives that I leave with friends and trade every few months. This way,

even if my house is robbed or burns down, I won’t lose everything. While writing this

book, I backed up the entire project to DVDs once a week in case I needed to refer to an

older version of something. I also bought a second 16 GB thumb drive and carried it with

me whenever I left the house. There are “cloud” storage services that let you store data

remotely on their web server, and many are inexpensive. I use Microsoft’s SkyDrive, a free

service included with Hotmail accounts. Again, you don’t have to be as compulsive as I am,

but not backing up is an invitation to lose every audio project you’ve ever done, not to

mention your financial data and priceless photos.

Backing up your emails can be easy or difficult, depending on how you manage your email.

As a businessperson, I keep all incoming and outgoing emails on my hard drive for at least

three months, so I can refer to past correspondence. I use Thunderbird, a free email client

that runs on my computer. I have it set to delete incoming emails stored on the remote

server after three days. This way, if my hard drive dies tomorrow, I can go online and

retrieve my recent emails to not miss replying to something important. If you use a free

web-based email account such as Hotmail, Yahoo, or Gmail, I suggest downloading your

emails regularly to your local data drive. A free email service owes you nothing, and that’s

all you can expect. However, most free services are excellent, and they are often a better

choice than an email account with your local Internet provider. If you change Internet

service providers, you’ll lose your email address, and if you forget to notify any of your

correspondents, they won’t be able to contact you.

Optimizing Performance

“Software expands to fill the available memory, and software is getting slower more

rapidly than hardware gets faster.”

—Niklaus Wirth, inventor of the Pascal programming language

The most important reason to optimize a computer is to let it use more of its computing

power to process your audio (and video) data and plug-ins rather than waste resources

on background tasks such as constantly verifying your Wi-Fi network’s signal strength.

Another is to reduce latency, which is the time it takes audio to get into and out of the

computer. Modern computers are very fast and don’t require all the tweaks used in years

past to maximize performance. But still, there’s no point in having programs you don’t

need running in the background slowing down your computer and wasting memory.
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On Windows computers, most programs that run in the background are listed under Services,

which you get to from the Control Panel. Others are listed in the Startup tab of msconfig,

shown in Figure e2.4, which you can run manually by typing its name in the Start .. Run menu.

Don’t just disable everything you don’t recognize! Many needed background programs and

services have names that aren’t intuitive. But many are recognizable, and the descriptions

in the Services list tell what they do. For example, many CD and DVD writing programs

run in the background, waiting for a blank disk to be inserted. You don’t need that running

all the time and wasting memory. Rather than give a list of services that aren’t usually

needed, and that will surely change with the next version of Windows, I suggest searching

the web for “disable Windows services” to find websites that list the current details.

Another useful resource is Mike River’s Latency article.

I also suggest disabling file indexing, which runs in the background and creates a database

of the contents of every file on a hard drive to make searching go faster. This is a useful

feature for an office computer, but it risks slowing down your drive for audio and video

projects. Right-click a drive letter in Windows Explorer, then select Properties, and uncheck

the box on the General tab.

Write caching is another “feature” that should be disabled for all removable drives because

it delays writing your data. If you copy a large file and then unplug the drive, the data may

not have been copied yet. Again, right-click the drive letter in Windows Explorer, then

select the Hardware tab. Highlight a removable drive, select Properties, then check Quick

Removal to disable write caching on the Policies tab. If there is no Policies tab, then that

drive is not at risk.

Figure e2.4: The Startup tab of msconfig lists programs that run automatically every time your
computer starts. Entries at the left that aren’t checked are disabled.
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Windows offers a System Restore feature that takes snapshots of the operating system

and programs every few days, or when you tell it to, letting you undo an improper or

unintended change. But System Restore doesn’t always work, and it’s yet another service

that runs in the background, monitoring your files and potentially taxing your hard drive.

(However, System Restore can be set to take snapshots only when you tell it to.) Making an

image backup to an external drive after major changes is much more reliable. Current

versions of Windows include an image backup utility, and for older computers, Norton

Ghost and Acronis True Image are excellent and affordable.

Practice Safe Computing

As explained earlier, I use one computer for everything. I understand that some people

prefer to keep their audio computer off the Internet, but it’s not really needed if you

practice “safe computing,” which includes keeping a current OS image backup. Further,

if your audio computer is not connected to the Internet, it’s difficult to install or update

software that “phones home” to verify legitimate ownership. I use Firefox for most web

browsing, but with no plug-ins or extensions installed, and all ActiveX and Java scripting

disabled. I can’t view online videos or Flash content with this computer, but neither can it

be infected with malware. I can click any link in a web forum that looks interesting and

know that my computer won’t get a virus. When I want to see a YouTube video or visit

another site I’m certain is safe, I use Internet Explorer with a Medium security setting.

This dual-browser method also avoids the need for antivirus software that runs in the

background, wasting computer resources.

I also have a network router that serves as a hardware firewall to block outside access to

all the computers on my home network. Even if you have only one computer that connects

directly to the Internet, buy a wired—not wireless—router that has this feature (many do).

This type of firewall uses a method called network address translation, or NAT, to hide

your computer’s IP address from the outside world. This ensures that nothing is allowed

into your computer from an external computer unless a prior request to view a web page or

download a file originated from your computer. A hardware router is more secure than a

software firewall, and it doesn’t use any computer resources.

An uninterruptible power supply (UPS) is also mandatory to protect your computer and

data. If the power goes out while a program is writing to a hard drive, the hard drive is

almost sure to be corrupted. Even if the power is reliable where you live, a UPS is still a

good investment. You only have to lose an important project once to understand the value

of a UPS. An expensive large-capacity UPS isn’t necessary; it just needs to provide power

only long enough to shut down properly.
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Finally, a computer is not a sacred device that must be left powered on all the time. It’s just

an appliance! I suggest turning it off (not standby) when you’re not going to use it for an

hour or more. It’s also a good idea to reboot before important sessions, especially if you’ve

just done a lot of audio or video editing or web surfing.

If It Ain’t Broke, Don’t Fix It

I never update software unless something doesn’t work right or I truly need a new feature.

I know people who update to every new version when it’s first released and update their

OS every time a new security patch arrives, which is almost daily. I can’t count how many

times I’ve seen web forum posts where someone updated something and it made their

computer worse. Many computer professionals avoid any software version number ending

with “.0,” instead waiting for the inevitable subsequent version that actually works as

advertised. Many programs check for updates every time you power on your computer,

and Windows does the same. The first thing I do after installing Windows or new programs

is disable automatic updates if present. The second thing I do, when applicable, is tell

the program to save its temporary files to my Temp partition to avoid cluttering and

fragmenting the C: drive. Sometimes updates are desirable or necessary, and setting a

Windows Restore point manually or making an image backup before installing a new

program or upgrade is a good idea in case the installation doesn’t go as planned.

Avoid Email Viruses

I always check my email online in a web browser to delete spam and other unwanted emails

before downloading to my computer. As mentioned, I save all of my emails in and out for

three months, so I prefer to avoid cluttering my data drive with unwanted emails. My web

email client is set to display emails in plain text rather than as HTML, which lets spammers

know your email address is valid when an embedded image links back to their website.

If that’s too much effort, the following guidelines will help you to avoid email viruses.

Rule #1: Never open a file attachment you receive by email, even if it comes from your

best friend. Rather, save it to disk first, then open it from the appropriate program. What

looks like an innocent link or photo file may install malware on your computer. Many

viruses propagate by sending themselves to everyone in the infected person’s address book,

so the virus arrives in an email from a friend rather than a stranger. I receive virus files by

email several times per year. The last time was from a good friend. Of course, I didn’t open

the attached file, but he had no idea his computer sent the email!

JPG and GIF images are always safe to open, but a virus can be disguised as an image file.

By default, Windows hides extensions for common file types much as .exe, .jpg, .pdf, and

so forth. So the sneaky bastards that create viruses often name them hotbabe.jpg.exe or
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joke.doc.exe, because most people will see only hotbabe.jpg or joke.doc, without the real .exe

extension at the end. Fortunately, this is easy to fix: From Windows Explorer, go to the Tools

menu, then select Folder Options and click the View tab. Find Hide extensions for known file

types and make sure it’s not checked. But even with extensions revealed, you still must be

careful. If an attached file has a very long name, the extension may be hidden if there’s not

enough room to display the full name.

Most viruses are executable programs having an .exe file extension, but they can also

use .com, .vbs, .pif, .bat, and probably others. Although .doc (Microsoft Word) and .xls

(Microsoft Excel) files are usually safe, viruses can be hidden inside them in the form of

self-running macros. In practice, very few people need to use Word’s macros feature,

so you should set Word and Excel to warn you whenever such a macro is about to run.

In the long run, the best way to avoid receiving viruses by email is minimizing the number

of people who know your email address. More and more web forums and online product

registration forms require an email address. But unless you really want to let them contact

you (perhaps to be notified of product updates), use a phony email address like

nospam@nospam.com. Or set up a free email account just for registrations, since most

web forums require you to follow up to their email before you’re accepted.

Finally, never click a link in a spam or other unwanted email that offers “to be removed

from our mailing list.” That’s just a trick; the real purpose is getting you to confirm

that they sent to a valid address. Once they know they found a “live” one, your email

address is worth more when they sell it to other spammers.

Bits ’n’ Bytes

“Today’s production equipment is IT based and cannot be operated without a passing

knowledge of computing, although it seems that it can be operated without a passing knowledge

of audio.”

—John Watkinson

A complete explanation of computer internals is beyond the scope of this book, but some

of the basics are worth understanding to better appreciate how audio software works.

There are two types of computer memory: random access memory (RAM) and read-only

memory (ROM). RAM is the memory used by software to store data you’re working on,

such as text documents and emails as you write them, and MIDI and audio clips as you

work in a digital audio workstation (DAW). When you power down your computer,

whatever data are in RAM are lost unless you saved it to a disk drive. ROM is permanent,

and it’s used for a computer’s BIOS—the basic input/output system—to store the

low-level code that accesses hard drives and other hardware needed to start your

computer before the OS is loaded from disk into RAM. Video cards and sound cards
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also contain their own ROM chips for the same purpose. Some types of ROM, called

flash memory, can be written to for software updates. Flash memory is also used in

modern electronic devices instead of batteries to save user settings when the power is off.

But most ROM is permanent and cannot be changed.

As explained in Chapter 8, the smallest unit of digital memory is one bit, which holds a

single One or Zero value. One byte (also called an octet) contains eight bits, one word

contains two bytes or 16 bits, and a double-word contains four bytes or 32 bits. When audio

is recorded at 24 bits, three bytes are used for each sample. There’s also the nybble, which

is four bits or half a byte, though it’s not used much today because most memory chips are

organized into groups of bytes or words. These data sizes are shown in Table e2.1. The

binary numbers in the second column are just examples to show the size of each data type.

Both RAM and ROM memory chips are organized in powers of 2 for efficiency.

So 1 kilobyte of memory actually contains 2^105 1,024 memory locations rather than

only 1,000. Therefore:

1 KB5 1,024 bytes

1 MB5 1,024 KB

1 GB5 1,024 MB

1 TB5 1,024 GB

Technically, 1 MB is one megabyte or 1,048,576 bytes; 1 GB is one gigabyte or

1,073,741,824 bytes; and 1 TB is one terabyte or 1,099,511,627,776 bytes. But not

everyone uses this method—especially companies that sell hard drives—so sometimes 1 GB

really means only 1,000,000,000 bytes. A mix of formats is also used, where

1 MB5 1,048,576 bytes, but 1 GB5 1,000 MB rather than 1,024 MB. The great thing

about standards is there are so many of them.

Computer Programming

Many people think that computer programming is a complex science that requires advanced

math skills. Nothing could be further from the truth. Now, some types of programming

Table e2.1: Digital Memory Units.

Unit Size

1 Bit 1
1 Nybble 1011
1 Byte 1011 0110
1 Word 1011 0110 1010 0011
1 Double Word 1011 0110 1010 0011 1010 0110 0001 0011
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require high-level math, such as coding an equalizer plug-in or a Fast Fourier Transform,

but most programming is based on simple IF/THEN and AND/OR logic:

IF the mouse is clicked, AND it’s currently positioned over the Solo button, THEN mute

all of the other tracks that are playing.

In this case, Mute is activated by storing either a One or a Zero in a memory location set

aside to hold the current state of each track. So when you open a project with 20 tracks,

your DAW program sets aside at least 20 bits of memory just to hold the current Mute state

of each track. Then when you press Play, the program checks each location to find out

whether it is to include that track in the playback. If a track is not muted, then the program

reads the Wave file that’s active at that time in the project and sends it through each

plug-in and output bus. This is very logical, and computer programming certainly requires

being organized, but it’s not necessarily as complicated as many believe. Most types of

computer programming require little math beyond addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and simple IF/THEN logic tests.

Computer programming is also an art as much as a science. Yes, you need to know

how memory is organized and other science facts, but there are many ways to

accomplish the same functionality, and some algorithms are far more elegant and

efficient than others. The code that sorts your address book alphabetically might occupy

500 bytes or 5,000 bytes. It might take one millisecond to sort 100 names or be able

to sort 1,000 names in just a few microseconds. This is not unlike electronic circuit

design, where the goal is low distortion, a flat response, and low noise, while drawing

as little power as possible to avoid wasted energy and excess heat. There are a dozen

ways to design a mic preamp, and some are decidedly better than others. The same

is true for programming.

A high-level language lets you use English words like IF and THEN to instruct a computer

without having to deal with the extreme detail and minutiae needed to talk to a computer

in its native machine language. The classic first example taught in programming classes is

called Hello World, and such programs go back to the 1960s when the BASIC language

was invented:

10 CLS REM clear the screen

20 LOCATE 10, 15 REM put the cursor at the 10th row, in the 15th column

30 PRINT “Hello World!” REM print the quoted text at the current cursor position

In early versions of BASIC, each command was numbered so the computer would know in

what order to do each operation. Lines were often numbered by tens as shown to allow

inserting other commands later if needed. The REM to the right of each command stands

for remark, letting programmers add comments to their code to remind themselves or other

programmers what each command does. A program this simple is self-evident, but complex
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programs can be a nightmare to understand and modify a year later if they’re not well

documented—especially for someone other than the original programmer. This style of

programming was great back when computers were text oriented. Today, modern operating

systems require more setup than simple LOCATE and PRINT, but the underlying concepts

are the same. For those who are curious, the Liberty Basic (Windows) source code for the

ModeCalc and Frequency-Distance programs included with this book are in the same Zip

files that contain the executable programs.

Website Programming

Social networking sites are a great way for musicians to tell the world about themselves

and let fans download their tunes, and YouTube will gladly host all of your videos for free.

But any musicians or studio operators who are serious about their business will also have

a real website. Owning your own site is more prestigious than a Facebook page, and it

avoids your visitors having to endure unwanted ads and pop-ups, including ads for your

competitors. Again, this chapter can’t include everything about web design, but I can cover

the basics of what studio owners and musicians need to design and maintain their own sites.

Many web hosting companies include templates that simplify making a site look the way

you want, but you should understand how to customize the content.

The basic language of website programming is HTML, which stands for HyperText Markup

Language. HyperText refers to highlighted text that, when clicked with a mouse, calls up

other related content on the same page or a different page. This is not limited to websites,

and the first hypertext programs were like PDF files, where, for example, clicking a word in

a book’s index automatically takes you to the entry on that page. With websites, links to

additional content are typically underlined, though they don’t have to be. Here is the

complete HTML code for a very simple web page:

,html.

,head.

,title.Doug’s Home Page,/title.

,/head.

,body.

,p.Welcome to my web site!,/p.

,/body.

,/html.

Most of this code is needed just to conform to HTML standards to identify the header and

body portions and the page title. One line then displays a simple welcome message.

All of the visible page content is between the ,body. and ,/body. markers, called tags.

All HTML tags are enclosed in ,brackets. that end with the same word preceded by a
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slash inside other ,/brackets. to mark the end of the section. For example, ,p. marks

the start of a paragraph, and ,/p. marks the end. HTML allows extensive formatting to

create tables with rows and columns, thumbnail pictures that enlarge when clicked on, and

much more. A page containing many text and graphic elements can quickly become very

complex.

The good news is you rarely need to deal with HTML code. Web design software lets you

write text, control its font color and size, embed images and links to MP3 files, and so

forth, as well as edit the underlying HTML code directly. As you type, the software adds all

the HTML code and tags automatically. But it’s useful to understand the basics of HTML,

if only to check for unwanted bloat on your pages. For example, if you highlight a section

of text as italics, the web design software places ,i. and ,/i. tags around that text.

Making text bold instead surrounds it with ,b. and ,/b.. But sometimes after editing

a page and making many changes, you can end up with empty tags from previous edits that

are no longer needed:

,p.From this web page you can download ,i.,/i. all of my tunes and follow the

links to ,b.,/b. my videos on YouTube.,/p.

A few bytes of superfluous data are not usually a big deal, but it can make your pages

load slowly if there are many such empty tags, especially if someone is viewing your site

on a cell phone. My own approach is to keep websites as simple as possible. This way

everyone will see the pages as you intend, even if they’re using an older browser.

HTML can do the same things in different ways, and some are more efficient than others.

For example, you can make text larger or smaller by specifying a font size by number or

by enclosing it within ,big.,/big. and ,small.,/small. tags. I prefer using tags

rather than specific size numbers not only because it creates less code, but it also lets

people more easily size the text to suit their own eyes and screen resolution. On Windows

PCs, most browsers let you use the mouse wheel with the Ctrl key to scale the font size

larger or smaller. But some browsers won’t let you scale the text when font sizes are

specified by number.

There are many books and online resources that can teach you web design and HTML,

so I won’t belabor that here. However, just to give a taste of how this works, later I’ll

show code to embed audio and video files on your site, as well as create a custom error

page that looks more professional than the generic “Page not found” most sites display.

It’s easier to embed videos from YouTube into pages on your site than to add code

manually for a media player, but again, that risks displaying unwanted ads, including ads

for your competitors. Also, most browsers can display the source code for web pages

you’re viewing. So if you see something interesting and want to learn how it’s done, use

View Source to see the underlying HTML.
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Image Files

Web pages can display three types of image files: JPG, GIF, and PNG. The most popular

format is JPG, which is great for photos, but not so great for screenshots or logos that

include text. JPG files use lossy compression to reduce their size to 1=10 normal or even

smaller, much like MP3 files are much smaller than Wave files. But JPG files create

artifacts that look like a cluster of small colored dots near sharp edges. These are less

visible in a photograph, but they show clearly on images containing text or lines.

GIF files are also compressed to reduce their size, but they use a lossless method that

restores the original image exactly. However, GIF files are limited to 256 distinct

colors, which makes them less suitable for photos. PNG files are a newer format

supported by modern browsers. They are both lossless and high quality, but they tend

to be larger than the other types. I suggest JPG for photographs, and try both GIF or

PNG for line art to see which comes out smaller for a given image. Most photo editor

programs let you set the amount of compression when saving JPG files, so you can

balance picture quality against file size. Again, the point is to keep file sizes reasonable

so your web pages load faster.

Custom Error Page with Redirect

If you click a link for a page that no longer exists, or mistype a web address by mistake,

most websites display a generic “Error 404” page. Your site will look more professional

if you make your own custom error page that has the same look as the rest of the site.

You can even send users to your home page automatically after giving them time to

read your message. After you create a custom page, change your website’s control panel

to specify the new Error 404 page instead of the default. Then add this line just above

the ,/head. tag that identifies the end of the page’s header, using your own site

address:

,meta http-equiv5"refresh" content5"6; URL5http://www.your-website.com/".

The “6” tells the browser to stay on the current page for six seconds, before going to

your site’s home page. Of course, you can change the duration or send users to a

specific page.

Hundreds of useful and free programming examples are available on the web, showing

simple JavaScript code to do all sorts of cool and useful stuff. You can even download

complete web programs, such as software that adds a search capability to your site.

However, integrating a complex add-on requires a deeper knowledge of web programming.

It’s easier to add code to let Google search your site, but, again, that will display ads, which

is unprofessional. Further, if you make changes or add new pages, you can’t control when
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Google will update its search index. So it could be days or weeks before Google will find

recent content in a site search. When I wanted to add searching to the websites I manage,

I bought Zoom Search, a highly capable program from Wrensoft. With one click, it indexes

the entire site, and with another, it uploads the index files.

Embedded Audio and Video

Embedding an MP3 file into a web page is pretty simple, requiring a single line with this

link:

,p.Click ,a href5"mytune.mp3".HERE,/a. to download the tune.,/p.

This line assumes the MP3 file is in the same web directory as the page containing the link.

If the file is somewhere else, or on another site, you’ll add the complete address:

Click ,a href5"http://www.othersite.com/mytune.mp3".HERE,/a. to download the

tune.

Most people have a media player that will launch automatically when they click a link to an

MP3 file. Some players start playing immediately, then stream the audio in the background

while continuing to play. Other players wait until the entire file is downloaded, then start

playback. MP3 files are relatively small, so your site visitors probably won’t have to wait

very long. But video files can be very large, so it’s better to embed your own player software

that you know will start playing immediately. I use a freeware Flash player, which plays FLV

format videos. This player is highly compatible with a wide range of browsers, and it requires

uploading only two support files to your site. Both files are included in the “web_video.zip”

file that goes with this book, along with a sample web page and Flash video.

I suggest you start with the included HTM file, which is stripped down to the minimum,

and add to that to make it look the way you want. However, you’ll need to edit the page

title, the name of your video file, and the height and width of the embedded video. This

line specifies the display size for the video, and you’ll change only the numbers 480 (width)

and 228 (height):

var s15new SWFObject('player.swf','ply','480','228','9','#ffffff');

This video is small—one of the SONAR editing demos from Chapter 8—and its actual

display size is 480 pixels wide by only 208 pixels high. But you need to add 20 to the

height to accommodate the player’s Play, Volume, and other controls at the bottom.

The other line you’ll edit contains the name of the video file itself:

s1.addParam('flashvars','file5sonar_cross-fade.flv');
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As with MP3 files, if the video is not in the same directory as the web page, you’ll need

to include the full web address. Once you verify that the page displays as intended on your

local hard drive, copy it to your website, along with the FLV video and the player’s two

support files.

Finally, unless your video editing software can render to FLV files directly, you need a way

to convert your video to the Flash format. I use the AVS Video Converter mentioned in

online Bonus Chapter 3, Video Production. This affordable program converts between many

different video file types and can also extract video files from a DVD and save them in

popular formats.

Summary

This chapter covers hard drive partitioning and backup and explains the basics of

optimizing performance by disabling unneeded programs that run in the background.

A computer whose hard drive is well organized and defragmented and runs only the

programs you really need will be faster and more reliable than when first purchased.

Further, by keeping operating system and program files separate from your personal data,

you can back up easily and quickly. Even though most people view backing up as a

burden, it doesn’t have to be. A good backup program makes it easy to protect your audio

projects and other files, and when it’s easy, you’re more likely to do it regularly.

Likewise, making an occasional image backup of your system drive protects against

errant programs and outright hard drive failure.

Computer viruses and other malware are increasingly common, but protecting yourself is

not difficult, and it requires mostly common sense plus a few basic guidelines. If you buy

a hardware firewall, don’t open email attachments directly, and use two browsers with one

set for high security, you won’t need antivirus software that slows down your computer,

reducing the number of tracks you can play at once. Likewise, a UPS is a wise investment

that avoids losing changes made to the project you’re currently working on, or possibly

losing all of the data on the hard drive if the power goes out while the drive is being

written to.

This chapter also explains a bit about computer and website programming, just to show that

they’re not as mysterious and complicated as many believe. Although modern web design

software makes it easy to create web pages without learning to write HTML code,

understanding the basics is useful—and even fun!
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